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BEFORE THE 40 " JUDICIAL CIRCUIT, NEOSHO, MISSOURI
DIVISION
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c

NEWTON COUNTY CIRCUIT COURT
—

PASTOR MARTIN LUTHER DZERZHINSKY
LINDSTEDT,
Plaintiff / Petitioner,
vs.

)
)
)
)

C-)

Case No.

/9 NW- C.Vc3323Z

)

CITY OF GRANBY MISSOURI, et. al.
)
Defendant(s) / Respondents(s). )

>---

Sunshine Act Enforcement

AMENDED PETITION UNDER RSMO 610.027: SETTING ASIDE PURCHASE
OF GRANBY POLICE STATION FROM STYRONS UNDER RSMO 610.027.5;
PETITION FOR WRIT/INJUNCTION AGAINST SPENDING GRANBY FUNDS
ON STYRON BUILDING PURCHASED AS KICKBACK SCHEME; THAT
GRANBY ATTORNEY BRIAN TODD GOLDSTEIN' SANCTIONS FOR
DARING TO SUE GRANBY BE PUNISHED WITH CONTEMPT OF COURT
SANCTIONS & DISBARRMENT; AND THAT THIS COURT RECONSIDER ITS
RULING THAT THREE ROGUE JUDGES WHO GRANTED FRAUDULENT
DOMESTIC PROTECTION ORDER(S) IN EFFORT TO GET AROUND FIRST
AMENDMENT BE ALTERED, AMENDED OR ABOLISHED
COMES NOW the Plaintiff(s)/Petitioner(s) Pastor Martin Luther Dzerzhinsky
Lindstedt, of the Church of Jesus Christ Christian / Aryan Nations of Missouri as an
aggrieved party having standing under provision of Revised Missouri Statutes (RSM0)
610.027 to pursue this action before this Circuit Court concerning the violation(s) of the
Missouri Sunshine Act and for this matter to be heard by a jury as a tryer of the facts. The
main remedy sought is to set aside the purchase of the Styron building achieved by willful
violation of the Missouri Sunshine Act for use as a Granby Police Station at a cost of
$200,000 plus $53,000 interest at a rate of $1500 per month until April 2032. Petitioner
asks that any payments be deferred until this matter is settled. Petitioner also asks that
Granby City Attorney Brian Todd Goldstein be sanctioned for unlawfully punishing
Plaintiff under color of law when the very language and spirit of the Missouri Sunshine
Act forbids punishing "Any aggrieved person, taxpayer to, or citizen of, this state, or the
attorney general or prosecuting attorney, may seek judicial enforcement of the
requirements of sections 610.010 to 610.026." This Court is "considering" in its June 7th

2019 ORDER deliberately disobeying the black-letter language of the Missouri Sunshine
Act in even considering the treasonous notion that those citizens obeying the law are to be
punished under color of lawyer and judge-made machinations justifying their punishment
for daring to sue a corrupt municipal corporation claiming to be the rightful government
of the People of Granby. Lastly, while these corrupt judges Kevin Lee Selby, Gregory
Stremel, and Charles Curless are above the law and have with the aid of other judges
made it so that they cannot be sued, and according to Assistant Attorney General Caleb
Wagner a corrupt city employee gets to seek out a fraudulent "domestic protection order"
in order to enhance refusal to provide timely a public notice the corrupt Missouri
judiciary by refusal to rule on motions or provide a "final judgment" make it impossible
to overturn these fraudulent "domestic protection orders." Plaintiff understands the core
concept that whoever is in power gets to make up and "interpret" the rules, what is
important is power not the rationalizations used to justify power. This will lead to civil
war and the setting up of new judges to exterminate the old judges, nevertheless
Petitioner asks that this Court reconsider its dismissal of these criminal judges Curless,
Stremel and Selby. And yes, Curless uses profanity on parties before him that he doesn't
like - Curless used some on Plaintiff. The point of suing these three animal judges was to
keep them away from this third case of Plaintiff against Granby Defendants as Judge
Kevin Lee Selby and Gregory Stremel have a long and storied history against Plaintiff
and vice versa. By suing them this case which must be filed in Newton County removes
them from having to hear this matter. Additionally, the past and present Missouri
Attorney General Attorney gets to defend Missouri judges who crap all over the First
Amendment and Missouri Sunshine Act in order to enable civic corruption such as
buying an old building for three times what it is worth instead of buying another property
at one-tenth of the price which is actually more suitable for a "new" police station. It
creates contempt and hatred for Missouri courts and police. Josh Hawley is no friend of
the First Amendment when he lets judges make bogus domestic protection orders in order
to let crooked city employees get away with claiming that they need protection from rape
or sexual assault from someone like Plaintiff who merely wants a public notice posted on
the bulletin board. Insofar as the Attorney General's lawyer Wagner's suggestion that this

judge file an ORDER making it so that another crooked judge decide in advance of
litigation by Plaintiff deciding to sue these same crooked judges in order to file a
Missouri Sunshine Act will inevitably lead to a federal civil rights lawsuit against the
State of Missouri and the judges who dared to try "prior restraint" in order to protect
other Missouri judges will end up as defendants. Plaintiff spends $400 for the federal
filing fee and it costs $60,000 for Blanchard Mitchell Cooper to defend it. This case is for
now bottled up in Newton County - why make of it a federal matter just yet?
Lastly, a favorite dodge of judges and lawyers is to pretend that they cannot
understand what a layman drafts while pretending that same layman is responsible for
understanding the "law" as they choose to interpret it. If it was so that these lawyers who
want to pretend not to understand were tasked with drafting the matter so that all parties
were satisfied on pain of using a branding iron on their and their family's pelts to
facilitate understanding these dodges would end. Insofar as these Sunshine Act cases go,
the law is to be interpreted "liberally" and unless the layman plaintiff demonstrates that
there is no factual grounding then this law cannot be evaded by Missouri courts
pretending that inartful pleadings are a bar to justice. If this Court continues playing
games using its powers to pretend that only lawyers can frame the cases allowed to be
heard the confidence game in representative democracy and open government and honest
courts will be at an end and the Missouri court system terminated with extreme prejudice.

SUGGESTONS OF FACT AND LAW

1. The Granby City Council and Granby Police wanted a "new" police station like
the Granby Fire Department which had paid their new fire department building by means
of a by a
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cent sales tax since the 1990s which made the operations of the Granby Fire

Department largely of the general fund. Initially proposed by the Mayor of Granby was a
half-cent sales tax called a "safety tax" to subsume the fire department tax as they had
their buildings paid for. There was a meetings held and Pat Styron wanted to talk only
about funding the police station. The Styrons use the wish for civic improvements to be
paid for by taxation to use their creatures on the Granby City Council to buy a metal

building for the Dollar General Store for $250,000 using taxpayer money from TIF funds.
They likewise used their influence to sell their old store once they couldn't get cheap
sweatshop clothing from China to sell their old building for $200,000 plus $53,000 of
payments of $1500 per month until April 2032. In short the Styrons have used Granby tax
money to buy themselves a new store building for $250,000 to lease to Dollar General
and sell their old store building as a "new" police station for $253,000 by means of a
corrupt Granby City Council and have.the Granby taxpayers pay for it. Wherefore, Pastor
Lindstedt seeks to set aside these corrupt machinations using the provisions of RSMo
61 0.027.5 and set aside the contract to purchase the "new police station" from the
Styrons. This is the gravamen of this case. Setting aside a secret deal achieved through
corruption in which the Missouri Sunshine Act was violated. There is no bond issues
involved as this sales tax is intended to go on forever past 2032.
2. Promising a "new" police building costing $1 million of which $900,000 was to be
paid for as a tornado shelter by FEMA as opposed to simply put metal sheeting on the
old police station roof, the quarter-cent sales tax passed in Nov. 2016. When Mayor
Travis Gamble was opposed for re-election for Mayor of Granby by Plaintiff Pastor
Lindstedt it was suggested by Lindstedt that the former Rex Burnett grocery and
Laundromat right next door to Granby City Hall be bought for $30,000440,000. The
present owner of that property, Jaime Arnall deliberately left the place open for purchase
for a police station but was told by then council-man Ira Hawkins that the City of Granby
was under no circumstances going to buy that property for that purpose. So the Real
Estate agent who had bought the property for $20,000 hoping to turn a profit sold the
buildings next door for $21000. Travis Gamble got re-elected and commenced to work on
the prior arrangement to buy the Styron building for $270,000 instead.
3. Pastor Lindstedt had litigation scheduled for 23 January 2018 in Lake County
Ohio, 900 miles away. But the Lake County Court decided to postpone the trial and so
Pastor Lindstedt went down Friday, January 19, 2018 to get the "City Council packets"
for the 23 Jan. 2018 city council meeting that afternoon, not telling them that the Lake
County trial had been cancelled. Pastor Lindstedt was handed an agenda sheet and council
packets not mentioning that they intended to take advantage of Lindstedt's absence to

vote on a contract signed Jan. 181h by Mayor Gamble to buy the Styron property for
$200,000 plus another $100,000 interest payable by decades of $1500 monthly payments
from the City 1/4 cent sales tax. If an amended agenda sheet was posted Friday, it must
have been posted soon after Pastor Lindstedt received the deceitful agenda and packets.
4. At the City Council Meeting there was a totally different agenda which was aimed
at purchasing the Styron property. Pastor Lindstedt posted a video which can be seen The
video can be seen - entitled "Granby City Hall Raw Footage 23 Jan 18" -https://youtu.be/XUfx7wLN-OM
In this raw unedited footage there is much deceit as to when this new modified
agenda was posted with Mayor Travis Rampage Gamble, City Clerk Lawna Price and
City Collector Carra Jo Coffer making up stories as to when this modified agenda and
proposed contracts were posted according to law. After around 40 minutes Pastor
Lindstedt was arrested under color of Granby City Ordinance #815 and they passed the
ordinance buying their "new" police station from the Styrons as planned all along.
5. The entire Granby City Council has authorized their city employees Lawna Price
and Carra Coffer and their City Attorney Jared Thomas to fraudulently pursue an ex parte
action for domestic abuse under RSMo Chapter 455 - Domestic Relations - in order to
get around Pastor Lindstedt having First Amendment privileges to criticize Granby
corrupt government and the Missouri Sunshine Act. This behavior is also a criminal
conspiracy as defined by 18 U.S.C. § 241, 242 - Conspiracy to violate civil rights and
Deprivation of civil rights punishable by up to ten years in prison. These fraudulent
"domestic protection orders" sought out and signed by Judges Kevin Lee Selby and
Gregory Stremel have been used to keep Pastor Lindstedt from finding out Granby civic
business in order to keep them from looting the Police, the TIF, the Buildings and Parks,
and now the Cemetery Trust funds.
6. Pastor Lindstedt asks that due to these violations of the Missouri Sunshine Law
that the purchase of the Styron property on 23 Jan 2018 for roughly $300,000 (and
counting) be set aside under provision of RSMo 610.027.5 and all funds paid be refunded
by the Styrons and this fraudulent contract nullified.

7. Due to the chronic corruption of the Newton County judges, yet cases based upon
these Sunshine Law violations are to be tried in the county, Pastor Lindstedt demands
trial by jury as opposed to a bench trial given that the judges involved are biased and have
interests in this matter.

Wherefore Plaintiff Pastor Lindstedt upon commencing this action under the
Missouri Sunshine Law asks for trial by jury as soon as possible as well as that said
"domestic protection orders" be set permanently as abusive to the letter and spirit of the
Missouri Sunshine Act and First Amendment. That the contract for the sale of the Styron
property for the "new" Granby police station be set aside. That no further funds be spent
on the Styron building; that any funds spent be replaced. And that Pastor Lindstedt's two
previous Sunshine Act Enforcement Actions, Lindstedt v. City of Granby, et.al ., 1 8NWCVOO6O 1 and 1 8NW-CVOO8 12 be restored to trial by jury before a different judge out of
this circuit other than the extremely corrupt judge Charles Curless.

Hail Victory!!!
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Pastor Martin Luther Dzerzhinsky Lindstedt
338 Rabbit Track Road, Granby Missouri 64844, 417-472-6901
Church of Jesus Christ Christian/Aryan Nations of Missouri,
Certificate of Service
I hereby certify that a copy of the above was filed with this Court and mailed via First
Class Mail to the following parties on June 14, 2019:
For the City of Granby Defendants (City of Granby, ex-Mayor Travis Gamble, City
Councilmen Ira Hawkins, William Barrett, Joyce Mann, Tim Murphy, Ashley Edgemon,
City Clerk Lawna Price, City Collector Carra Coffer, Police Chief Jacob Kelley, City
Attorney Jared Thomas. Attorney Brian Goldstein) to Attorney Goldstein of Cummings,
McClorey, Davis, Acho & Associates, P.C., 9140 Ward Parkway, Suite 225, Kansas City
Missouri 64114. (There is question as to Goldstein's ability to represent Granby
defendants as it was accomplished by another secret meeting violative of the Missouri
Sunshine Act and signed by the ex-mayor just before Gamble was forced to resign)
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For the Newton County Judges (Gregory Stremel, Kevin Lee Selby and Charles Curless)
to Assistant Attorney General Caleb Wagner, 615 E. 13th Street, Suite 401, Kansas City,
Missouri 64106.1
Hand delivered to Granby City Hall, 301 N. Main Street, Granby Missouri 64844.
http://www.whitenationalist.org/forum/showthread.php?2086

